
Infection Control Solutions, Inc. signs deal with SurfaceGuard90  
 
 
West Chester, Pa. Infection Control Solutions Inc, announced today that they will be treating 

businesses and homes with SurfaceGuard90, a patented Biostatic Antimicrobial Coating that 

kills all viruses and pathogens for 90 days. SurfaceGuard90 has been used by the U.S. Naval 

Academy, Disney Transportation, U.S. Coachway Buses and countless other institutions. CEO 

and President of Infection Control Solutions, E. Gerard McCusker stated “We are grateful to be 

the first company in the area to be able to protect the customers and employees of businesses 

from harmful and deadly viruses and pathogens. SurfaceGuard90 is a breakthrough formula in 

the fight against Coronavirus” The makers of SurfaceGuard90 also have a 24 hour hand sanitizer 

product, SkinGuard24. 

 

Unlike conventional disinfectants that kill the existing pathogens when wet, SurfaceGuard90 

keeps killing. This revolutionary treatment process will instantly kill Coronavirus among other 

viruses, bacteria, and germs, as well as protect against reinfection for 90-days with just one 

treatment. The transmission of viruses from surface contact is prevalent, it is very important to 

protect the surface from transmitting harmful viruses and germs.  

 

The effective formula utilizes a non-toxic biostatic antimicrobial coating that forms an invisible 

bond on porous and non-porous surfaces. All formulas used in the treatment are EPA certified 

and safe for humans as well as animals. Safe for food establishments and the general public. 

SurfaceGuard90 has been third-party tested for efficacy. Infection Control Solutions, Inc is the 

first company in the tri-state area to be approved by SurfaceGuard90.  

 

This treatment is showing to be essential for any kind of business. After the first application of 

the product, businesses will get a certificate of treatment to display at their location. By killing 

harmful viruses, bacteria, or germs for up to 90-days, consumers will feel safe to trust a once 

popular location. This new life as a result of the Coronavirus outbreak is hurting small business 

and it will take time to restore consumer confidence, so it will take something like 

SurfaceGuard90 to make people feel safe again. For information about SurfaceGuard90 or 

Infection Control Solutions, Inc visit www.got-germs.com or call 610-572-2191 

 

 
 
 

http://www.got-germs.com/

